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Eurex Repo Technical Information

Eurex Repo F7 release schedule for 2023

Contact: Eurex Repo Sales

Importance: High Priority

Summary:

Please be advised that Eurex Repo plans to introduce the following F7 release/market infrastructure
changes in 2023. We hereby provide you with the planned schedule with remarks on these upgrades, to
enable you to plan your activities and resources for 2023.

As usual, we will provide preliminary (for Mandatory) and simulation release notes before simulation start,
with full details of the release contents incl. special focus days for customer testing in separate
communications for each release. Please note that the above schedule and dates are subject to change.

Optional Releases

Optional releases can include new functionality in the F7 user interface (GUI) to support new products,
segments or additional functionalities on existing segments and products. These releases will not impact
member or vendor developed software, however they may contain optional enhancements to the F7
programmable interfaces (API/FIX) that customers may choose to implement on their own timelines.

Mandatory Releases

Mandatory releases can include new functionality in the F7 API/FIX to support new products, segments or
additional functionalities on existing segments and products. These releases will impact member or vendor
developed software and will require at minimum a recompilation of the message definitions.

Changes to Technical Requirements

Changes to technical requirements (browser upgrades, library changes) will normally be made in
combination with a mandatory release and full details will always be communicated in the preliminary and
final release notes.

Best regards,

Your Eurex Repo Team
 

Disclaimer

The information contained in this message is confidential or protected by law. If you are not the intended recipient, please
contact the sender and delete this message. Any unauthorised copying of this message or unauthorised distribution of the
information contained herein is prohibited.
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